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The Key to Growing Your Business: Four Steps to Greater Clarity 
 
If you’re struggling with an existing product, a new product launch, or looking to pivot, there’s a good 
chance the root problem is an unclear positioning.  I’ve worked through countless product launches where 
the perfect positioning seemed just out of reach. 
 
But how can you tell if that’s an issue for you?  Simple – here’s a 15-minute exercise that’ll show you 
whether your position is clear, and where it needs to be sharpened.  And without a clear positioning 
strategy, great execution won’t matter.   
 
This was originally developed in Quaker Oats for consumer package goods (CPG), but I’ve found it 
applicable across a wide range of industries, from consumer to B2B to tech.  
 
Here’s the framework, along with two examples. 
 
Positioning statement 
 
The framework itself is deceptively straight-forward: 
 
1. For: target market 

 
2. Product/service X is the: frame of reference 

 
3. That allows you to: point of difference 

 
4. Because: reason to believe 
 
Simple, right?  Let’s apply this to a well-known example and one of the most successful recent product 
launches, the Impossible Burger by Impossible Foods.    
 
Impossible Foods example 
 
By way of background, Impossible Foods was founded in 2011 by Patrick Brown, and is now valued in 
excess of $4 billion in an era when traditional food companies are struggling. 
 
While their success springs from many areas, one is a crystal-clear understanding product positioning.   
 
1. For: people who love burgers but want to cut down on red meat 
 

In the U.S., 5% of adults are vegetarians according to Gallup. Prior to Impossible, most “veggie 
burgers” targeted this market with soy or black-bean products that didn’t look, smell, or taste like 
hamburgers.  The market was limited, and sales were relegated to health food specialty grocery 
stores or the lonely vegetarian freezer section of some larger mainstream stores. 

 
Impossible Foods made a conscious decision not to market to vegetarians, but to target the 64% of 
the U.S. population looking to eat less read meat.  Their decision opened a market larger by an order 
of magnitude and enabled the company’s meteoric rise.   

 
2. The Impossible Burger is the: plant-based hamburger substitute so good you won’t know it isn’t beef 
 

Simply targeting a larger market doesn’t make customers buy.  Impossible Foods realized they 
needed to deliver something new to the market – a plant-based burger that tasted real.  Prior 
generations of soy-based products had poisoned the market with weak product delivery. Impossible 
modified their recipe through extensive R&D and new food science until consumer taste tests showed 
near-parity with actual beef-based burgers. 
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3. That allows you to: enjoy the taste of a burger without the red meat 

 
What’s the payoff?  Guiltlessly enjoying a great burger taste with a 100% plant-based product.  It’s a 
diet that requires no sacrifice, something everyone aspires to but few can find. They also marketed 
how Impossible Burgers are better for the planet by reducing the CO2 used in the food chain and 
made this a secondary point of difference, more relevant to some than others. 

 
4. Because: it was created through cutting edge R&D simulating the taste, texture, and sizzle of a real 

burger 
 

Why should anyone believe claims of a great-tasting plant-based product, when prior veggie burgers 
failed to deliver?  Impossible features the science on their website, where they explain in detail the 
years of research and testing that led to the current product. In the many media interviews Brown has 
given, their depth of R&D is a constant storyline that brings credibility to the bold claims. 

 
The Impossible Burger Positioning Statement 
 

For people who love burgers but want to cut down on red meat, the Impossible Burger is the 
plant-based hamburger substitute so good you won’t know it isn’t beef. The Impossible Burger 
allows you to enjoy the taste of a burger without the red meat, because it was created through 
cutting edge R&D simulating the taste, texture, and sizzle of a real burger. 

 
As this example shows, Impossible Foods rethought the idea of a “veggie burger” and developed a 
crystal-clear counter positioning that’s helped them achieve unicorn-level success. 
 
B2B tech startup example 
 
Despite its development in the CPG world, the positioning statement is equally at home in tech, B2B, and 
just about any other industry.  Here’s an example for B2B tech startup SquadCast, which offers cloud-
based software-as-a-service for podcast recording and editing.   
 
1. For: People who create podcasts, from independents to professionals 
 

It is estimated that as of late 2020, there are over 1,500,000 podcasts consumed by 50% of all 
US households. The largest growing segment is independents.  SquadCast has positioned their 
product as suited for this entire range, and like Impossible Burgers has opened itself up to a large 
market. 

 
2. SquadCast is: a SaaS podcast recording platform that simplifies remote recoding, editing, and 

production 
 

SquadCast positions itself as an all-in-one service that competes against an ecosystem of 
separate podcast products and services.  Also, since March of 2020 most podcasts have gone 
remote, with guests and hosts recording from separate facilities. SquadCast squarely addresses 
that need. 

 
3. That allows you to: record studio-quality podcasts from anywhere, regardless of your guest’s location 
 

Since COVID-19, many podcasts have taken a hit in the audio recording quality.  Some, for 
example, are simply recorded over Zoom and suffer the same bandwidth distortion we’ve all 
come to know.  What’s different about SquadCast is that they claim to produce studio-quality 
recordings, regardless of bandwidth issues.  A compelling benefit, but is it credible? 
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4. Because: audio tracks are saved locally, creating crystal-clear, high bitrate recordings that are then 
uploaded as separate audio tracks. 

 
What makes this claim believable is the approach of saving audio tracks directly on local 
machines in high recording quality, and only later uploading the files to the server. 

 
The SquadCast Positioning Statement 
 
For people who create podcasts, from independents to professionals, SquadCast is a SaaS podcast 
recording platform that simplifies remote recoding, editing, and production.  SquadCast allows you to 
record studio-quality podcasts from anywhere, regardless of your guest’s location, because audio tracks 
are saved locally, creating crystal-clear, high bitrate recordings that are then uploaded as separate audio 
tracks. 
 
As the SquadCast example illustrates, this framework is equally at home in B2C and B2B.    
 
 
Crafting Your Positioning Statement 
 
For your own product or service, take 15 minutes and do your best to create your own positioning 
statement. 
 
It’s likely you’ll find it difficult to accomplish this with the laser-like precision of Impossible Foods or 
SquadCast, and that’s fine. The point is to identify where you need to dig further. 
 

1. For: target market 
 

2. Product/service X is the: frame of reference 
 

3. That allows you to: point of difference 
 

4. Because: reason to believe 
 
 
Have questions? 
 
I’d love to hear about your product and share my thoughts on your positioning. Let’s connect at 312-543-
2694 or John.Schroeder@NovaForesight.com. 
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